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Abstract

We are witnessing in recent years growing interest for location�dependent information services
among mobile users� This paper examines the issue of processing location�dependent queries
in a mobile broadcast environment� Di�erent from a traditional environment� mobile users are
concerned with not only access latencies but also power conservation� The planar point location
algorithms and conventional spatial index structures are shown ine�cient� In this paper� we
propose a new index data structure� called D�tree� for querying location�dependent data in
mobile broadcast environments� The basic idea is to index data regions based on the divisions
between them� We describe how to construct the binary D�tree index� how to process location�
dependent queries based on this index structure� and how to packet the D�tree to �t the packet
capacity� The performance of the D�tree is evaluated using both synthetic and real datasets�
Experimental results show that the proposed D�tree provides a much better overall performance
than the well�known existing schemes such as the R��tree�

Keywords� location�dependent data� index structure� power conservation� data broadcast�
mobile computing

� Introduction

We are witnessing in recent years growing interest for location�dependent information services

�LDISs� among mobile users� thanks to the rapid technological development in high�speed wireless

networks� personal portable devices� and location identi�cation techniques ��� �	� �
�� Examples of

mobile LDISs include location�dependent information access �e�g�� trac reports and attractions�

and nearest neighbor queries �e�g�� �nding the nearest restaurant��

Wireless broadcasting is an attractive approach for data dissemination in a mobile environment�

Disseminating data through a broadcast channel allows simultaneous access by an arbitrary number

of mobile users and thus allows ecient usage of scarce bandwidth� Owing to this scalability

feature� the wireless broadcast channel has been considered one alternative storage media �called
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�air storage�� of the traditional hard disks ��� ���� Many studies addressing various problems in

mobile broadcast environments� such as scheduling and bandwidth allocation� have appeared in the

literature ��� ��� ��� ���� It is expected that in the near future a number of mobile LDISs �e�g��

region�wide trac reports and tourism information� will utilize broadcast for the dissemination of

information to the rapidly increasing population of mobile users� This paper investigates the issue

of querying location�dependent data in mobile broadcast environments�

One critical issue for mobile devices is the consumption of battery power ����� Without any

auxiliary information on the broadcast channel� a client may have to access all objects in a broadcast

cycle in order to retrieve the desired data� This method requires the client to listen to the broadcast

channel all the time� which is power inecient� Air indexing techniques address this issue by pre�

computing some index information and interleaving it with the data on the broadcast channel �����

By �rst accessing the broadcast index� the mobile client is able to predict the arrival time of the

desired data� Thus� it can stay in the power saving mode most of the time and tune into the

broadcast channel only when the requested data arrives� The drawback of this solution is that

broadcast cycles are lengthened due to additional index information� As such� there is a trade�o�

between access latency and tuning time� Three criteria have been used to evaluate the performance

of air indexing techniques ��
� ����

� Access Latency� the period of time elapsed from the moment a mobile client issues a query

to the moment when the requested data is received by the client�

� Tuning Time� the period of time spent by a mobile client staying active in order to obtain

the requested data�

� Indexing E�ciency� the ratio of the tuning time saved against the non�indexing scheme to

the index overhead�

While access latency measures the overhead of an index structure and the eciency of data and

index organization on the broadcast channel� tuning time is frequently used to estimate the power

consumption by a mobile client since sending�receiving data is power dominant in a mobile environ�

ment ������ Indexing eciency� which correlates access latency and tuning time� is used to evaluate

the eciency of indexing techniques in terms of minimizing the tuning time while maintaining an

acceptable access latency overhead�

Several indexing techniques dedicated to the wireless broadcast channel� i�e�� the hashing in�

dexing ����� the signature approach ����� and the hybrid approach ��
�� have been introduced in the

�For systems in which mobile clients are charged on a per�bit basis� tuning time can also be used to measure the
access cost�
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literature� Moreover� imbalanced indexing for skewed access ��� and indexing for multi�attribute

queries ���� have also been investigated� However� these studies concentrated on one�dimensional

index for equality�based queries� and thus are inapplicable to location�dependent query processing

where point queries are involved� Imielinski et al� investigated the issue of interleaving the index

and the data on the linear wireless channel such that the tuning time is nearly optimized while

maintaining the access latency as short as possible ���� ���� Recently� there is a study ���� that

discussed query processing for spatial objects over the broadcast channel� However� its main focus

was on how to utilize the limited client cache to reduce the tuning time when traversing spatial

index trees� To the best of our knowledge� the issue of querying location�dependent data in a mobile

broadcast environment has not been addressed before�

In this paper� we are interested in exploring ecient index structures for broadcasting location�

dependent data on air� We �rst review some existing index structures� Through an illustration with

some simple examples� we show their limitations for querying location�dependent data in mobile

broadcast environments� Next� we present a new index data structure� called D�tree� The basic

idea is to index data regions �i�e�� valid scopes of data instances� formally de�ned in Section ��

based on the divisions between them� We describe how to construct the binary D�tree index� how

to process location�dependent queries based on this index structure� and how to packet the D�tree

to �t the packet capacity� The performance of the D�tree is evaluated using both synthetic and

real datasets� Experimental results show that the proposed D�tree provides a much better overall

performance than the well�known schemes such as the R��tree�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� Section � gives the background on the information

system model and the index broadcast model� In Section 
� we review some existing index structures

that can be used for querying location�dependent data� Section � presents the proposed D�tree index

structure along with the partition� query processing� and packeting algorithms� The performance

evaluation is presented in Section �� Finally� Section � concludes this paper�

� Preliminaries

This section provides some background on location�dependent services and information broadcast

systems� It is assumed that location�dependent services are provided to mobile clients by an

information broadcast system� We refer to the geographical area covered by the system as the

service area� denoted by A� Mobile clients are assumed to be able to identify their locations using

systems such as the global positioning system �GPS�� A mobile client can move freely from one

location to another within the service area and make queries ubiquitously with its current location






or a future location to the broadcast system�
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Figure �� Running Example

A data type refers to the type of location�dependent information service �e�g�� trac report or

nearest restaurant�� In this paper� we treat each data type individually and consider the query

processing issues for one data type� The dataset is collection of N data instances that return an

answer to the query according to the location it is bound� A data instance has a certain valid

scope� within which this instance is the only correct answer� For example� if the Euclidean distance

function is used� given the four data objects� o�� o�� o�� and o�� in Figure ��a�� Figure ��b� shows

their valid scopes� P�� P�� P�� and P�� regarding nearest neighbor search�� Given any point� say in

P�� o� is always the nearest object to that point� This example will be used throughout this paper

as the running example for di�erent index structures�

Given a set of data instances and their valid scopes� the problem of querying location�dependent

data is how to eciently determine which data instance to return regarding a query location� In

this paper� we focus on this problem in a two�dimensional space since this is assumed in most

LDISs� To study this problem� in the following we formally introduce the concept of data region�

A data region is usually assumed to take the shape of a polygon�

De�nition � A data region� Pi� is spatial representation of the valid scope for a data instance�

and one data region corresponds to one data instance� such that �N
i��Pi � A� and Pi � Pj � ��

� � �i� j � N � where A is the service area and N is the number of data instances for one data type�

As can be seen� one salient feature for data regions is that they are connected and adjacent to

each other� This study aims at investigating ecient index structures to support location�dependent

�Note that for nearest neighbor search� as a special type of location�dependent queries� one alternative solution is
to index the object positions and perform queries over the positions� This paper discusses general location�dependent
queries where only data instances and their valid scopes �bound by streets� roads� etc�� are available� but uses nearest
neighbor search as the example to illustrate ideas for it is easy to be understood�
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query processing on a wireless broadcast channel� given data regions P�� P�� � � � � PN � how to index

all the regions such that point queries can be processed e�ciently in terms of access latency and

tuning time� For interleaving the data and the index on the wireless channel� the ���m� technique

���� is employed �see Figure ��� That is� the index is broadcast preceding every �

m
fraction of the

broadcast cycle� As in ����� to reduce the tuning time� each index segment �except for the root� and

each data segment contain a pointer pointing to the root of the next index� The access protocol

for querying location�dependent data involves the following steps�

� Initial probe� The client tunes into the broadcast channel and determines when the next index

will be broadcast� It then turns into the power saving mode until the next index arrives�

� Index search� The client searches the index� It follows a sequence of pointers �i�e�� selectively

tunes into the broadcast index� to locate the approximate data region and �nd out when to

tune into the broadcast channel to get the desired data� It waits for the arrival of the data

in the power saving mode�

� Data retrieval� The client tunes into the channel when the desired data arrives and downloads

the data�
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Figure �� Data and Index Organization on the Broadcast Channel Using the ��� m	 Interleaving Technique

In wireless communications� a bit stream is normally delivered in the unit of packet �or frame��

for the purposes such as error�detecting� error�correction� and synchronization ����� For example�

in the GPRS network a packet can contain the data of up to ��		 bytes ���� As a result� data

are accessed by clients also in the unit of packet� Thus� the tuning time for an index structure is

measured in terms of number of packet accesses ���� ����

� Review of Existing Approaches

In general� indices based on simple shapes perform eciently� Thus� the actual shape of a spatial

object is often abstracted before being inserted to the index� To serve this purpose� there are
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two categories of techniques� object decomposition and object approximation ��� ��� With object

decomposition� the shape of each object is represented as the geometric union of simpler shapes

such as triangles and trapezoids� With object approximation� regular shapes such as bounding

rectangles or spheres are used to approximate spatial objects� In the following subsections� we

brie�y introduce several typical solutions and analyze their limitations when they are applied to

location�dependent queries in a mobile broadcast environment�

��� Object Decomposition

The object decomposition technique has been used to address the planar point location problem

�
�� given a polygonal subdivision of the plane �n vertices and m segments� and a query point

p� how can we eciently determine which face of the subdivision contains p� This is similar to

our problem� However� we concern not only the search eciency �which contributes to the tuning

time� but also the access latency �which is attributed to the index storage size�� As a result� the

point location algorithms perform poorly overall as we will show in the performance evaluation

later in this paper� There is a long stream of research on the point location problem� Kirkpatrick�s

algorithm ���� and trapezoidal map �
� are two typical solutions� The former achieves an O�logn�

search time and an O�n� space� while the latter is a randomized algorithm and has an expected

search time of O�logm� and an expected space of O�m�� However� the constant factors in these

worst performance measures are large� especially for the space measure �
��

In Kirkpatrick�s algorithm� the original subdivision is �rst triangulated� Then we recursively

remove some vertices� along with all the edges adjacent to them� and re�triangulate the new subdi�

vision� This operation is continued until the number of triangles contained in the space is smaller

than some prede�ned threshold �Tmin�� Figures 
�a�� 
�b�� and 
�c� show the triangulation pro�

cessing for our running example� where Tmin is set to �ve� From 
�a� to 
�b�� vertices v�� v��

and v� are removed� and from 
�b� to 
�c�� vertex v� is removed� A hierarchical index tree� as

shown in Figure 
�d�� is built upon the triangles generated in the course of recursive triangulation�

Given a query point� the probe begins at the root� It checks each child sequentially until a triangle

containing the query point is found� then continues the search from that node all the way down

to a leaf node� In this paper� we call the index structure built using Kirkpatrick�s algorithm the

trian�tree�

In trapezoidal map� the planar subdivision is viewed as a collection of line segments� The

index structure is built along with inserting the set of line segments in the subdivision� When

inserting a line segment� from each new vertex we draw two vertical extension lines� one going

upwards and the other going downwards� The extension does not stop until it meets an existing
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Figure 
� Index Construction Using Kirkpatrick�s Algorithm �the Trian�Tree�

line segment� Eventually the original subdivision is decomposed into a set of trapezoids� Obviously

the insertion order of line segments in�uences the index structure� A randomized incremental

approach is employed in our experiments �
�� Figure ��a� shows the �nal trapezoidal map of our

example� where the segments are inserted in the order of s�� s�� s�� s�� and s�� The index structure

is thus obtained in Figure ��b�� There are two kinds of nodes in the index structure� one is x�node

�in the shape of a circle� recording the x�coordinate of a vertex� the other is y�node �in the shape of

a hexagon� recording a line segment� Given a query point p� the search process begins at the root

and terminates when a leaf node is met� At an x�node� we evaluate whether p lies to the left or to

the right of the vertical line that goes through the stored x�coordinate� At a y�node� we evaluate

whether p lies above or below the stored line segment� We call the index structure built using

trapezoidal map the trap�tree in this paper� For both the trian�tree and the trap�tree� an intuition

is that their index sizes are probably large� Even for our example with only four regions and six

vertices� the index trees have about �	 nodes� This will signi�cantly increase the broadcast cycle

and result in a long access latency in a wireless broadcast environment�

��� Object Approximation

The object approximation technique has been commonly employed for disk indexing in the spatial

database �eld ���� The problem is that given a very large amount of spatial objects� ecient disk

indices� need to be created to support various spatial operations� Since the index data on a disk

are accessed in the unit of page and the disk access time is pre�dominant in the performance� the

objective of an index structure is often to minimize the number of page accesses� This seems

similar to our case that we have to access the index on air in the unit of packet and we want to

optimize the number of packet accesses� However� it is worth noting that the motives are di�erent�

�Due to a large amount of objects� the main memory may not be able to accommodate the index structure so
that it has to be stored on a disk�
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disk indexing is required only for large databases� whereas packet�based data access is a �physical�

requirement for wireless communications and thus in our case minimizing packet accesses is required

for databases of any size�� In addition� as we will illustrate in a moment� the nature of our problem

renders the approximation�based spatial index structures inecient�

One of the most classical spatial index structures is the R�tree ��	�� There are also some variants

such as the R��tree ���� and the R��tree ���� The basic idea is to use a minimal bounding rectangle

�MBR� to approximate a spatial object� and the index is established based on a sequence of MBRs�

Each node in the index tree contains a number of entries according to the page capacity� An

entry in an internal node contains a child�pointer pointing to a lower level node in the tree and a

bounding rectangle covering all the rectangles in the lower nodes in the subtree� In a leaf node� an

entry consists of a pointer pointing to the data and a bounding rectangle which bounds its data

objects� Di�erent variants of the R�tree di�er from each other in the criteria used to insert an

object and to split an over�ow node� Extensive experiments conducted in ��� showed that the R��

tree gained a superior performance for di�erent types of queries and operations� Figure ��c� shows

the structure of the R��tree �excluding the added layer� for our example� where the corresponding

MBRs are shown in Figures ��a� and ��b�� In the performance evaluation� the R��tree is used as

the representative of the object approximation technique�

Given a query point p� the search algorithm descends the tree from the root� The algorithm

recursively traverses down the subtrees of bounding rectangles that contain p� When a leaf node

is reached� bounding rectangles are tested and their objects are fetched to verify whether they

�This probably explains the fact that the indexing issue for location�dependent data has not got enough attention in
the spatial indexing research� since the dataset size for one type of LDIS is relatively small� it is believed that the main�
memory�based index structures such as the point location algorithms can perform well in traditional environments�
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Figure �� Index Construction Using the R��tree

contain p� When applying the R��tree to the wireless broadcast scenario� to save the tuning time�

we modify the tree structure slightly as follows� One layer is added to the R��tree at the bottom

as shown in Figure ��c�� This layer consists of the actual shapes of data regions so that in the

containment test expensive downloading of actual data is avoided�

As can be seen� the problem with the R�type tree is that if a point is covered by two or more

sibling MBRs it may need to explore several subtrees before the wanted object can be located�

This will increase the search time and hence the tuning time� Unfortunately� since in our scenario

all data regions are connected� this overlapping problem is inherent after approximating them to

MBRs� As an example� suppose the query point is p in Figure �� The search �rst reaches the leaf

node R� through the root and R�� Since it is outside P� pointed by R�� it rolls the search back

to R�� Likewise� it is outside of P� and next rolls the search back to R�� Finally� it obtains the

correct answer in node R�� Thus� we need to access a total of six nodes �i�e�� the root� R�� R�� R��

R�� and R�� before we know it is contained in P��

� The D�tree Index Structure

This section describes the index data structure of the proposed D�tree� In the following� we �rst

present the overall idea of the D�tree in Section ���� The partition algorithm is described in

Section ���� Section ��
 provides the algorithm for location�dependent query processing based on

the D�tree index structure� Finally� Section ��� explains how to packet the binary D�tree to �t the

packet capacity�
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��� An Overall Picture

As discussed in the last section� the object decomposition and approximation approaches su�er from

a long access latency and�or a long tuning time� In the meantime� we observe that the actual shapes

of data regions are contained explicitly or implicitly in the index structures of both approaches�

With object decomposition� the shape of each region is embedded in the index structure� while with

object approximation� it is better to add one layer for the region shapes to avoid unnecessary data

downloading and possible access delays� Therefore� we propose a new data structure� called D�tree�

to index data regions directly based on the divisions between them� This new index structure

neither decomposes nor approximates data regions� In the following� we illustrate the overall idea�

The D�tree is a binary height�balanced tree similar to the kd�tree ���� However� the D�tree is

built based on the divisions of data regions instead of the hyperplanes for the kd�tree� For a space

that consists of a set of data regions� we recursively partition it into two complementary subspaces

containing the same number of regions until each space has one region only� The partition of two

subspaces is represented by a set of divisions between regions� i�e�� one or more polylines� The

overall orientation of the partition �hereafter denoted as partition dimension� can be either vertical

�y�dimensional� or horizontal �x�dimensional�� Figure ��a� shows the partitions for our running

example� The polyline pl�v�� v�� v�� v�� partitions the original space into P� and P�� and pl�v�� v��

and pl�v�� v�� further partition P� into P� and P�� and P� into P� and P�� respectively� The �rst

polyline is y�dimensional overall and the rest two are x�dimensional� The algorithm of �nding the

partition for a space will be described in Section ����

The data structure of a D�tree node �formally termed as index bucket� is illustrated in Figure ��

The meaning of each attribute is summarized in Table �� In the D�tree� an internal node contains the
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Attribute Description

bid the unique id for each node in the tree structure

include the �ag indicating if the bucket occupied more than one packet� the styleheader
and the size of the partition

left ptr the type �data or node pointer� and the o�set to the beginning of left child

right ptr the type �data or node pointer� and the o�set to the beginning of right child

partition a sequence of coordinates that represent the partition of left and right children

Table �� Illustration of the Attributes in an Index Bucket

partition that divides the current space into two complementary subspaces� a left �right� pointer

pointing to the node containing the data regions that lie in the lefthand �righthand� subspace�

and some control parameters including bid and header� A leaf node contains the partition of two

data regions� pointers pointing to the data buckets corresponding to the regions� and the control

parameters as well� Thus� a spatial data region is inferred by the partitions when following the

path from the root towards a leaf node� Note that in the data structure of Figure � we place the

pointers before the partition on purpose� We will explain this in Section ���� For the moment�

there is no di�erence for where the pointers are placed� The binary D�tree satis�es the following

four properties �the correctness was proved in ������

�� Every node has exactly two children�

�� All objects in the left subtree of a node are in the lefthand subspace of the partition� and all

objects in the right subtree are in the righthand subspace�


� The tree is height�balanced� i�e�� all leaves appear at about the same level� and one�level

di�erence at most�

�� The search time for a point query is ��logN� in terms of nodes visited� where N is the number

of data regions in the original space�

The D�tree index structure for the running example is depicted in Figure ��b�� where the header

attribute is simpli�ed and only contains the partition dimension� When compared to the trian�tree

in Figure 
 and the trap�tree in Figure �� the size of the D�tree is much smaller� When compared

to the R��tree in Figure �� the search time for the D�tree is expected shorter since it is a two�node

search for any query point�
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��� Partition Algorithm

Finding a good partition for a space is crucial to the eciency of the D�tree� This subsection

describes the proposed space partition algorithm� There are many ways of dividing one space into

two complementary subspaces that contain the same number of data regions� For example� we can

sort the regions according to their rightmost x�coordinates� and identify the space that encloses the

�rst N�� regions as one subspace and the rest as the other� Alternatively� we can sort the regions

according to their up�most y�coordinates� leftmost x�coordinates� or down�most y�coordinates and

perform the subspace identi�cation similarly� Moreover� if N is odd� we may identify the �rst

�N � ���� regions as the �rst subspace� Consequently� four partition styles are evaluated when N

is even and eight when N is odd�

For each partition style� the size of the partition is measured in terms of number of coordinates

that represent the partition� In selecting among di�erent partition styles� we choose the one with

the smallest partition size� For the tie breaking purpose� we de�ne inter�prob of two subspaces as

the probability of a query being issued from their interacting part� For example� when the partition

dimension is y� the inter�prob is the probability of a query being issued from the area between the

rightmost x�coordinate of the lefthand subspace and the leftmost x�coordinate of the righthand

subspace �e�g�� D� in Figure ��a��� Ties are broken by favoring the one with the lowest inter�prob�

The reason will become clear when the reader proceeds to the next two subsections and we will

mention it again later on in Section ����

We now describe the algorithm� PartitionSize �Algorithm ��� that takes an array of data

regions and the partition style as the input and evaluates the partition size with this style� For

ease of illustration� the algorithm is presented for the style in which the partition dimension is

y� the sorting is based on the rightmost x�coordinates� and N�� regions are given to the lefthand

subspace� It is obvious to extend it to other partition styles� The algorithm consists of two phases�

In the �rst phase �line ��
�� we identify the lefthand subspace and construct the extent for this

subspace� This is straightforward� However� it is worth noting that the extent of one subspace

could be one or more closed polygons� In the second phase �line ������ we prune some unnecessary

segments in the extent such that the remaining segments are sucient to guide a query point to

the appropriate subspace� Thus� we prune the segments that are to the left of the vertical line

that goes through the leftmost x�coordinate of the righthand subspace� right lmc �line ����� In

addition� we truncate the remaining segments by right lmc �line ������ Note that this operation

does not change the partition size� but it identi�es right lmc in the partition� Figure ��a� shows our

example� where the extent of the lefthand subspace is the union of the dash�dot line and the solid
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Algorithm � PartitionSize� Evaluate the Size of the Partition

Input� an array of data regions�
the partition style �� assuming N�� regions in the left� y�dimensional partition�

�� and rightmost x�coordinate sorting in the following procedure
Output� the partition and its size
Procedure�

�� sort the regions in an increasing order of their rightmost x�coordinates�
�� identify the �rst N�� regions as the lefthand subspace�
	� construct the extent for the lefthand subspace�

� right lmc �� the leftmost x�coordinate of the righthand subspace�
�� for each segment s��x�� y��� �x�� y��� in the extent do
�� if s��x�� y��� �x�� y��� is to the left of the vertical line x � right lmc then
� remove s��x�� y��� �x�� y��� from the extent�
�� end if

�� if s��x�� y��� �x�� y��� intersects with the line x � right lmc at �right lmc� ys� then
��� if x� � x� then
��� reduce s��x�� y��� �x�� y��� to s��x�� y��� �right lmc� ys���
��� else

�	� reduce s��x�� y��� �x�� y��� to s��x�� y��� �right lmc� ys���
�
� end if

��� end if

��� end for

�� return the set of polylines consisting of the remaining segments and its size in terms of number
of coordinates�

line� The output partition of Algorithm � for this example would be the solid line� The complexity

of Algorithm � is O�N logN�M�� where N is the number of regions and M is the number of line

segments� Therefore� the complexity of the recursive partition procedure for the original space is

O�N log�N�M logN��

��� Query Processing Algorithm

This subsection presents the algorithm for processing location�dependent point queries based on

the D�tree index structure� As we discussed in Section �� the D�tree administers data regions �valid

scopes� of a collection of data instances� Thus� given a query point� the query processing problem

becomes equivalent to the problem of locating the appropriate data region pointing to the actual

data� The search algorithm works as follows� It starts from the root� and recursively follows either

the left pointer or the right pointer according to the partition until a data pointer is reached� Since

the D�tree is a binary height�balanced tree and there is no spatial overlapping among sibling nodes�

the search time is ��logN� in terms of nodes visited� The procedure is described in Algorithm ��

where the partition style is assumed the y�dimensional partition and the rightmost x�coordinate

sorting� It is trivial to extend the algorithm to other partition styles�

�
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Figure �� Examples with the Partition and Query Processing Algorithms

In the algorithm� the key issue is to determine whether a given query point p is located to the

left or to the right of the partition� As shown in Figure ��a�� we can see that after a partition a

space is divided into three parts� D��D�� and D�� where D� is bound by the leftmost x�coordinate

of the righthand subspace �i�e�� right lmc� and D� is by the rightmost x�coordinate of the lefthand

subspace �i�e�� left rmc�� If p falls in D� �i�e�� p�x � right lmc�� it goes to the lefthand subspace

�line ���	�� If p falls in D� �i�e�� p�x � left rmc�� it goes to the righthand subspace �line �������

Otherwise� p falls in D� and it has to be determined by examining the partition since D� is shared

by both subspaces �line ������� This operation is illustrated by an example� Suppose that in

Figure ��b� the solid line is the partition and that the query point is p� Consider a horizontal ray

lq emanating from p and to the right� If the number of times that this ray lq intersects the line

segments making up the partition is odd then p is to left of the partition� otherwise if the number

is even then p lies to the right of the partition� In Figure ��b�� it turns out that the number is one�

Thus� we know the query point is in the lefthand subspace�

��� Packeting of the D�tree

As discussed in Section �� wireless data are accessed in the unit of packet� Thus� it needs to

allocate the nodes of the binary D�tree into packets of �xed size� In this paper� we employ a top�

down approach to carry out packet allocation ����� The algorithm works as follows� The D�tree

is traversed in a breadth��rst order� When a new node arrives� if inclusion of the new node in

��



Algorithm � Location�Dependent Query Processing

Input� the D�tree and the query point p
Output� the pointer to the correct data instance
Procedure� �� assuming y�dimensional partition and

�� rightmost x�coordinate sorting in the following procedure

�� ptr �� the pointer to the root�
�� while ptr is not a data pointer do
	� get the partition of the current node pointed by ptr�

� determine if the query point p is to the left or to the right of the partition �line ������
�� right lmc �� the leftmost x�coordinate of the partition�
�� left rmc �� the rightmost x�coordinate of the partition�
� if p�x � right lmc then
�� ptr �� the left pointer of the current node�
�� continue�
��� end if

��� if p�x � left rmc then
��� ptr �� the right pointer of the current node�
�	� continue�
�
� end if

��� draw a horizontal ray lq emanating from p and to the right�
��� num �� 	�
�� for each segment in the partition do
��� if the ray lq intersects the segment then
��� num �� num���
��� end if

��� end for

��� if num mod � �� � then
�	� ptr �� the left pointer of the current node�
�
� else

��� ptr �� the right pointer of the current node�
��� end if

�� end while

��� return ptr�

the packet where the parent node is allocated does not exceed the packet capacity� the new node

is allocated space in this packet� Otherwise� a new packet is allocated to the tree and the new

node is allocated in the beginning of this packet� We do not split a tree node unless it has to �i�e��

for nodes with sizes larger than the packet capacity�� because splitting a small node will result

in two�packet access instead of one if not splitting� In addition� to save storage size� at last we

merge some partial packets at the leaf level in a greedy way� The pseudo code of the procedure is

described in Algorithm 
� This algorithm has a complexity of O�N��

For a large node that occupies more than one packet� the following special arrangement is

made� An additional coordinate� RMC �i�e�� the rightmost x�coordinate in the partition for y�

��



Algorithm � D�tree Packeting Algorithm

Input� a binary D�tree and the packet capacity packet size
Output� a packeted D�tree
Procedure�

�� arrange the tree nodes in the queue in a breadth��rst traverse�
�� while there are nodes left in the queue do
	� pick up the �rst node in the queue�

� node�size �� the size of this node�
�� if no parent or node�size � remaining space of the packet of the parent node then
�� while node�size � packet size do
� new a packet�
�� node�size �� node�size� packet size�
�� end while

��� new a packet�
��� reduce the remaining space of the packet by node�size�
��� allocate the node in the newed packet�s��
�	� for each newed packet �ll in other info such as the packet id�
�
� else

��� allocate the node in the packet of the parent node�
��� reduce the remaining space of the packet by node�size�
�� end if

��� end while

��� remain �� 	�
��� for all packets at the leaf level do
��� if remain � occupied space of the current packet then
��� remain �� remaining space of the current packet�
�	� else

�
� merge the current packet with the last packet�
��� end if

��� end for

dimensional partition or the down�most y�coordinate for x�dimensional partition�� is inserted before

the partition� and the partition starts with the point of LMC �i�e�� the leftmost coordinate in the

partition for y�dimensional partition or the up�most coordinate for x�dimensional partition�� The

previous example in Figure ��a� is used to demonstrate the advantage of this arrangement� For

query points falling in D� and D�� once knowing RMC and LMC we can detect which pointer to

follow in the �rst packet and hence prevent further packet access �which reduces the tuning time��

Consequently� as a support to this early termination of packet access� we place the pointers before

the partition as discussed in Section ���� In addition� it is obvious that for two partition styles of

the same size� the lower the inter�prob of two subspaces� the higher the probability of successful

early detection of the next pointer� For nodes with sizes larger than the packet capacity� this will

result in less index search time� Therefore� in the space partition algorithm �Section ����� we break

��



ties by favoring the partition style with a lower inter�prob�

The query processing over the packeted D�tree is similar to that over the binary D�tree� We are

now going to derive the search performance of the packeted D�tree in terms of number of packet

accesses� To do so� we �rst de�ne some notations in Table ��

Notation De�nition

N number of data instances

sp packet capacity

pi query probability for data instance i

�ni��� � � � � ni�mi
� the set of nodes on the path from the root to the leaf pointing to instance i

si�j size of node ni�j
li�j average query time from the root to node ni�j

probability of a query being issued from the interacting part
ri�j of two subspaces of node ni�j �e�g�� D� in Figure ��a��

Table �� De�nition of Notations

It is easy to obtain the search time of the root�

li�� � ��� ri��� � ri�� � dsi���spe� ���

The search time from the root to node ni�j �� � j � mi� is derived recursively�

li�j �

�
li�j�� if ni�j and ni�j�� are in the same packet�
li�j�� � ��� ri�j� � ri�j � dsi�j�spe otherwise�

���

Therefore� the expected search time of the packeted D�tree is obtained as follows�

E�T � �

NX
i��

pi � li�mi
� �
�

where li�mi
is de�ned in ��� for mi � � and ��� mi � ��

� Performance Evaluation

This section presents the performance evaluation results for the proposed D�tree index structure�

Three datasets are used in the experiments �see Figure ��� In the �rst dataset �UNIFORM�� we

randomly generate �			 points in a square Euclidean space� The second set �HOSPITAL� and the

third set �PARK� contain the positions of the hospitals and parks in the Southern California area�

which are extracted from the point dataset available from ���� The valid scopes �or data regions�

of the points regarding nearest neighbor search� as shown in the �gures� are constructed using the

voronoi diagram approach �
�� The distributions of the data regions in the latter two datasets are

highly clustered� A uniform access distribution over data points is assumed in the evaluation�
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�a� UNIFORM
 Uniform
Distribution �N�����	

�b� HOSPITAL
 Hospitals
in Southern CA �N���	

�c� PARK
 Parks in
Southern CA �N�����	

Figure �� Datasets Used for Performance Evaluation

Parameter D�Tree Trian�Tree Trap�Tree R��Tree

bid size � bytes � bytes � bytes � bytes

header size � bytes 	 	 	

pointer size �each� � bytes � bytes � bytes � bytes

coordinate size � bytes

data instance size �K bytes

packet capacity �� bytes � �K bytes

Table 
� System Parameters Setting

The D�tree is compared to the trian�tree� the trap�tree� and the R��tree index methods� As

in the D�tree� the nodes in the trian�tree and the trap�tree do not �t the packet capacity either�

Similar to the D�tree in Section ���� we packet the trap�tree using the top�down packeting approach�

For the trian�tree� the nodes are packeted greedily as they are traversed in a breadth��rst order�

This is because in the trian�tree a node may be pointed by more than one parent node �refer to

Figure 
�� making the top�down packeting approach impractical� For the R��tree� it is obvious that

a better search approach is to exploit candidate packets in a depth��rst order such that once a

containment test in leaf nodes evaluates to true the search can be terminated without accessing

useless branches� We employ this search method for the R��tree in the experiments� The trap�tree

and the D�tree is broadcast on the wireless channel in a breadth��rst order to facilitate merging

of the leaf nodes� The trian�tree is broadcast in a breadth��rst order due to the aforementioned

reason� The R��tree is broadcast in a depth��rst order to enable rollback operations�

The system parameters for the evaluation are set as in Table 
� For the trian�tree and the

��



trap�tree� the header size is set to 	 since the size of a triangle or a segment is �xed� Hence� there

is no need to specify the size of each partition� For the R��tree� the pointer size is set to � bytes

since its nodes �t well the packet capacity and a pointer is just the o�set to the beginning of the

packet containing its child� The header info is also unnecessary in the R �tree�

We assume that �at broadcast is employed for broadcasting data on the wireless channel� The

���m� interleaving technique ���� is used to interleave the index and the data on the broadcast

channel� The optimal value of m depends on the index size� It is calculated for each index structure

separately based on the technique presented in ����� The results are obtained based on ��			�			

randomly generated queries� In the following several subsections� we present the results in terms

of access latency� tuning time� and indexing eciency respectively�

��� Access Latency
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Figure �	� Expected Access Latencies for the Three Datasets
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Figure ��� Normalized Index Sizes for the PARK Dataset

This subsection evaluates the access latencies of the various index methods� Figures �	�a�� �	�b��

and �	�c� show the results as a function of packet capacity for the three datasets� The latencies

in the results are normalized to the expected access latency without any index �or called optimal

access latency� i�e�� half of the time needed to broadcast the database�� The access latency is

a�ected by the index size� The larger the index size� the longer the access latency� Figure �� shows

the normalized index sizes of the index methods for the PARK dataset� Comparing Figure �� and

Figure �	�c�� we can see that the relative performance in index size and access latency is consistent�

Let�s compare the performance of di�erent index structures� From Figure �	� the trian�tree and

the trap�tree have the worst performance� with an latency of several times of the optimal latency�

This indicates that these two index structures are almost impractical unless they can provide an

extremely good tuning time and we concern the tuning time only� As expected� the D�tree gets

the access latency as short as the R��tree� and is much better than the R��tree for a small packet

capacity� The access latency overhead due to the D�tree indexing is maintained at a similar level

for all settings of the packet capacity� It is about �	! worse than the optimal latency in all three

datasets� We expect that the index overhead at this level is acceptable provided that a good tuning

time is achieved�

��� Tuning Time

This subsection investigates the tuning time for the index structures� To have a close comparison�

we measure the tuning time only for the index search step since the tuning time for the steps of

initial probe and data retrieval is the same for all the methods� Figure �� shows the results�

As can be seen� the R��tree does not have a good performance because of the overlapping prob�

lem mentioned before� which makes clients often search more than one leaf node before the wanted

�	
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Figure ��� Tuning Time for the Three Datasets

pointer can be reached� For all the three datasets� the D�tree gains a much better performance

than the trian�tree and the trap�tree when the packet has a capacity larger than ��� bytes� When

the packet capacity is smaller than ��� bytes� the D�tree performs slightly worse than the trap�

tree� This can be explained as follows� Although both the D�tree and the trap�tree have a similar

average search time �i�e�� logN nodes�� in the D�tree the sizes of the partitions for the nodes at the

highest levels might be a little bit larger� Thus� for a small packet capacity it needs a few packets

to accommodate a single node� which leads to its worse performance� When the packet capacity

increases� the binary D�tree can take advantage of the top�down packaging approach and package

a large number of branches into a single packet� This decreases the tree height greatly and reduces

the tuning time� However� the trap�tree� because of its large index size �see Figure ���� cannot

compress the tree a lot� As a result� the tuning time of the D�tree is only about half of that of the

trap�tree when the packet has a capacity of �K bytes�
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��� Indexing E�ciency
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Figure �
� Indexing Eciency for the Three Datasets

We now evaluate the index structures in terms of indexing eciency� The larger the indexing

eciency� the more worthy the index� The results for the three datasets are shown in Figure �
�a��

�
�b�� and �
�c��

Due to an extremely large index size� the trap�tree has the worst performance� although it can

provide a short tuning time for a small packet capacity in Figure ��� With a medium index size�

the trian�tree performs better than the trap�tree� However� the performance of these two index

structures is far from that of the R��tree and the D�tree� The proposed D�tree is superior in all

cases� This means that the best tradeo� between tuning time and index size is achieved by the

D�tree� This is expected since� as shown in the last two subsections� the D�tree can provide a very

good tuning time while maintaining the index overhead at a reasonable level�
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� Conclusion

While LDISs are becoming increasingly popular among mobile users� data broadcast provides an

elegant scalability to an unlimited client population� It is natural to employ data broadcast to dis�

seminate location�dependent data �such as region�wide information� to mobile clients� In this paper�

we have studied the issue of querying location�dependent data in a mobile broadcast environment�

Through careful analysis of some existing index structures� we found these indices not ecient

for LDISs implemented in a mobile broadcast environment� A new index structure� called D�

tree� has been proposed� Di�erent from the existing approaches� the D�tree neither decomposes

nor approximates data regions� rather indexes them directly based on the divisions between the

regions� The partition algorithm� the query processing algorithm� and the packeting algorithm for

the D�tree have been described�

We have evaluated the performance of the proposed D�tree thoroughly using both synthetic

and real datasets� The following results are obtained� In terms of access latency� the D�tree

substantially outperforms the planar point algorithms �i�e�� the trian�tree and the trap�tree� and

maintains a similar level of index overhead to the R��tree� In terms of tuning time� the D�tree index

shows a much better performance than the trap�tree for a large packet capacity� and the R��tree

and the trian�tree in all cases� It performs slightly worse than the trap�tree only when the packet

capacity is very small� As a result� the D�tree provides a much better overall performance than the

other index structures in terms of indexing eciency� As such� the D�tree index is recommended

for practical use in querying location�dependent data in mobile broadcast environments�
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